A pril 15, 2013, was a glorious spring day in Massachusetts-Patriot's Day, a time for celebration of the birth of American independence. In Concord, where I live, that means a classic New England small-town parade with high school marching bands, balloons, and American flags, with the addition of troops of Minutemen, women and children in colonial garb, and the occasional Red Coat.
saw torn and bloody jeans, a yellow rubber band held tight with a Kelly clamp at the upper thigh. Below that was a knee and then flaps of skin and muscle. We dove into the Advanced Trauma Life Support algorithm for care (www .facs.org/trauma/atls/). These children were grievously injured. Awake and wide-eyed, their hair was singed, soot covered their faces, they were burned in patches everywhere, there were innumerable penetrating wounds, and inside those wounds, I saw nails. A wave of disgust came over me. The explosions were planned-planned to inflict even more pain and suffering than a standard blast. But I had to let that go and focus on immediate care: distraction questions for the school-aged patient, IV morphine, IV antibiotics, tetanus status assessment, arranging for CBC, O-negative blood, x-rays, orthopedist examination, finding the parents, preparing for transfer to the operating room, all as we were irrigating and covering wounds.
The first wave of children was rapidly transferred to the operating room. The rooms were cleaned immediately as we prepared for the next group of casualties. By now the number of providers had swelled and a sea of yellow gowns was flowing through the ED. I directed a plastic surgeon to the operating room. The neurosurgeons could stand by. Critical care doctors and nurses from the inpatient units and off-duty ED physicians streamed in from near and far. We assembled 4 more trauma teams. And waited. There were reports of an explosion at the John F. Kennedy Library and more possible bombs. There could be overflow from neighboring Brigham and Women's Hospital. But no more critical patients arrived.
In January 2010, I traveled to Haiti to provide pediatric emergency care after the earthquake. Medical resources were lacking; an already fragile basic infrastructure had unraveled. When I returned, I spent several weeks deeply rattled and frustrated by such unnecessary death. After the marathon bombing, I waited for the same emotional blow, but as of this writing, it has not come. Upon reflection, I believe that although the experience of caring for the earthquake and then bombing casualties might be superficially the same, there was a fundamental difference. In Boston, unlike in Haiti, a horrific mass casualty event happened in a setting with hordes of trained first responders, good Samaritans, and professional health care provid- 
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Ideas and Opinions ers right at the site, with ambulances at the ready and several world-class trauma centers minutes away. It was a state holiday, so the operating rooms and intensive care units were quiet. It was change of shift so we had twice the usual number of staff. Resources were unlimited and of the highest quality. We had trained for almost this exact scenario.
I am comforted by the knowledge that our team functioned superbly, each individual contributing expertise, professionalism, compassion, and teamwork far beyond what even I might have imagined. Despite the unfathomable tragedy, these children received and are receiving the highest quality care for their heinous injuries. They will have the best possible chances for good outcomes. That is hugely consoling. I am fortunate to have been able to be there. And my runs around Concord will never be the same.
From Boston Children's Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
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